Reviews and testimonials

Comments from teachers

A handful of users...

The quality of service was excellent and my
expectations were fully met. The Clarity
workshop was great. I think I now have a very
good understanding of Clarity’s Author Plus and
how a lot of new materials can be used with it in
teaching military English.

Author Plus is being used by thousands of
schools and organisations around the world.
Here are just a few:
PepsiCo
Suez
The United Nations
Absolute Quality
Trinity College London
Statoil ASA
UK Teachers Online
HSBC
The Petroleum Institute
Americares
The Japan Foundation

Feedback from British Council
Peacekeeping English Project workshop
I must admit that I haven't been keeping up
with the latest technological developments in
education, and it was wonderful to see that so
much of what I do manually (and in a very timeconsuming way) can be done online now, so that
I can have more time to interact with the
students in a more meaningful, productive way.
I'm very excited about the possibilities - and
plan to put one of my own full-year ESL
curriculum into the Author Plus format this
summer.
Alex Shih, Fooyin University, Taiwan
The software is very strong in the area of
tracking and assessment. Once the teacher has
created the tests that they want to use, each
student can carry out the tests and a score is
given and recorded in Results Manager.
Teachers can create groups and students' results
can be reported on. The software could be used
to support a range of different assessment
policies and may even go some way to help
standardise assessment across departments.

... and three publishers
Several international publishers have chosen
Author Plus to create both CD-Rom and online
resources. These include Cambridge University
Press, The British Council, Macmillan Education,
Scholastic, AMES Australia and (of course!)
Clarity. Here are three programs created with
Author Plus:

Independent trial carried out over 13 weeks by
Steve Johnson for Schoolzone
We are using Author Plus in our self access
centres to adapt our teaching material for selfdirected learning purposes. I have found that
Author Plus enables teachers to save time while
creating that personal touch that helps motivate
learners.
Mirjam QUENOLLE, Aéroports de Paris
Thanks for all your help. I couldn't have run into
more helpful, kind and patient people to help me
through this project. I have no doubts about
that. And Author Plus is really first-rate. There
really isn't anything better out there.
Federico Peinado, Santa Barbara College
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